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The Myth of “Race” & Sport

u Problematic biological assumptions

u Eugenics: Greek for “good/well” + “born”

u Idea that we can breed away difference or 
”deficiencies”

u Ignores social, cultural, and environmental factors

u UNESCO: “The myth of 'race' has created an 
enormous amount of human and social damage. 
In recent years, it has taken a heavy toll in human 
lives, and caused untold suffering.”



The Myth of “Race”

u Genetic science is unable to 
prove racial distinctions

u “Those who wish to draw 
precise racial boundaries 
around certain groups will 
not be able to use science 
as a legitimate justification.”

u History of eugenics lingers 
with racial stereotypes



“Race” as a Social Construct

u Census data is constantly 
evolving

u Indian migrants
u1930-1940 – “Hindus”/ 

“Hindoos”
u1950-1970 – “Other”/ “White”
uPost-1980s – Asian American



“Race” as a Social Construct

u Mid-19th century: poor Irish 
Catholics immigrate to America

u Irish as “Negroes turned inside 
out”

u Thought to be of a “lower 
biological order”

u By supporting slavery, the Irish 
were able to join the white 
social class



“Race” as a Social Construct

u Canada’s 1867 Indian 
Act
1. Any male of Indian 

blood
2. Any child of #1
3. Woman married to #1 

(or marries non-status 
person) 



“Race” as a Social Construct



Tiger Woods



Terminology

u “Race”: a social construct affected by social, political, and 
economic contexts. Based on physical characteristics that have 
taken on social significance.

u Racism (collective): racial prejudice + structural oppression and 
power that negatively impacts a group

u Racist (individual)

u Prejudice: individual dislike of a class of people based on a 
superficial characteristic or stereotype



Terminology (cont’d)

u Ethnicity: having a common culture, religion, customs, 
language etc. It is built around the social aspects of life that 
people share.

u Stereotype: a generalization applied to an entire group of 
people
u Lumps people together instead of seeing them as 

individuals.
u Racialized: the act of being ”raced”; implies a relation of 

power between those who are marked as “people of colour” 
and those able to remain “colour-less.” Signals that “race” is 
externally imposed.



“Race” as Performative

u Process of (dis)embodiment

u Differing levels of rewards 
than those who perform 
blackness

u Way of conducting, acting, 
dressing, speaking, being, 
and living with and through 
a racialized body



and Its Legacies - Swimming





Hockey’s Racialized History



Missing Legacies



No League of Their Own – Women’s 
Baseball

u Toni Stone, Connie Morgan, 
Mamie “Peanut” Johnson

u 1953-55 played in 
professional Negro Leagues 
with the men

u No official segregation rule in 
AAGPBL or the Men’s 
Professional Ball



Whiteness

u An unearned package of privileges (Long & Hylton) but it is not 
necessarily directly connected with white skin (O’Connell, 2010)

u Positioned as fundamentally dominant and therefore the 
normalized reference point for all (Frankenburg, 1993)

u White people/white culture are reproduced as “race-less”
u Issues of racism become positioned as “special interests”
u Whiteness has its own hierarchical structure
u Seen athletically as the perfect mixture of ”brain and brawn”



Blackness

u “we cheer for black bodies but 
rage against black voices” 
(Dave Zirin)

u Seen as: excessively 
masculine/violent, naturally 
athletic, less intellectual, 
instinctual, animalistic, overly 
sexualized

u Unapologetic blackness



Asian-ness

u The racial middle is marked by general 
queerness and invisibility

u The myth of the “Model Minority”: 
those who supposedly overcome 
racial difference through hard work 
and education

u Produces Asians as better suited for 
intellectual pursuits and inept at 
physical education and sport

u “Orientals and Negroes banned from 
Vancouver pools until 1945”

u Asian children have low ball skills, low 
coordination and are weak.

u Asian and West Indian children dislike 
the cold.

u Where stamina is required, Asian girls 
are often at a disadvantage as they 
are usually small and quite frail.

u Asians are too frail for contact sports

u (Fleming, 1995)



Brown-ness

u South Asian bodies exist in a paradox: both 
insufficiently and excessively masculine

u South Asian women assumed to be too traditional to 
be athletic

u South Asian men are relationally constructed as a 
brain without a body, “devoid of a body (phallus), 
[South Asians] are arguably unable to perform 
normative masculinity and fail to penetrate American-
ness. South Asian bodies then stand as queer bodies in 
relation to white masculinity” (Thangaraj, 2013, p. 248). 

u Colonization of India greatly altered the sporting 
landscape for Indian girls



Ethnic Sports Media: Hockey Night 
Punjabi



Racial Taunting = “Chirping”

u South Asian players framed on-ice racial 
taunts as gamesmanship instead of racism

u Reluctance to say the word “racism” –
instead coded as “it” or “something”

u Like again, everything in my career, nothing 
has been like no that's bad, that's racist. 
Everything is kind of underlying, you can 
assume, you can make assumptions and 
stuff like that but there's nothing really like -
that's bad. So, it's hard. It's hard to see and 
decide and what's good and what's not . . . 
. There's always that hesitation. (Kiran, 
personal communication, April 28, 2016)

u “You’re a Paki!” or “You brown this,” 
”You brown that,” ”brown bitch,” you’d 
hear that stuff. (Sonia)

u ”I got called butter chicken once.” 
(Billy)

u ”Nice music f*ggot Indian.” (Suki)

u “I’ve been totally called the N-word on 
the ice…Like a lot actually. So has my 
sister.” (Amit)



Muscularity as a Response to Racism

u If masculinity is premised on ”control 
over one’s outcomes”, then 
challenges to one’s racialized identity 
are equally challenges to one’s 
manliness. (Goff, Di Leone, & Kahn, 
2012)

u Physicality, dominance, enhanced 
muscularity often used as a deterrent 
to racism 

u Provides a sense of safety but is also a 
very individual response that does not 
help eliminate racism

u “I’m a big guy so they don’t 
really tend to say anything too 
bad. But I’m sure if I was 
smaller they would probably. I 
don’t know” (Dev)

u “I don't take any crap from 
anybody. I always go after—
you have a problem? Then 
nobody says anything.”  
(Kulbir)



Hockey Academies

u The myth of generational 
change

u Diversity does not naturally 
filter upwards

u CDN sports system has 
separated the high 
performance and grassroots 
sporting systems

u Resentment around 
racialized social mobility 
+ racism + fewer 
opportunities = 
uDesire for ethnically 

exclusive hockey 
groups



“Native Mascotry”

The use of Indigenous 
caricatures, logos and/or rituals 
“excludes contemporary Native 
Americans from full citizenship by 
treating them as signs rather than 
as speakers, as caricatures 
rather than as players and 
consumers, as commodities 
rather than citizens” (Strong, 
2004, p.83).



Nike N7 Fund

u Started in 1997, Sam 
McCracken, Fort Peck Sioux 
Tribe

u “help Native American and 
Aboriginal youth 
recognize…their proud 
history.”

u #DeChief, #NotYourMascot, 
#ChangeTheName



Nike N7 Fund



Nike’s Black History Month Collection



TRC Calls to Action

87: provide public education that 
includes the national story of Aboriginal 
athletes

88: long-term Aboriginal athlete 
development

89: reduce barriers to sport participation

90: ensure national sport policies are 
inclusive of Aboriginal peoples (reflect 
culture and traditions, culturally relevant 
coaching programs, anti-racism 
awareness)



Post Game Re-Cap

u Why is eugenics thinking problematic?

u How can we prove that ”race” socially constructed?

u Can you define and explain whiteness?

u How is blackness constructed in opposition to whiteness?

u Why is “native mascotry” problematic?

u How and why are sport expected to contribute to Truth and 
Reconciliation in Canada?


